
Understanding Emotions with 
Machine Learning



What will we do today?

❖Create a bot that will understand some emotions
❖What are some emotions it should try to understand?

❖Happy
❖Sad







How can we do this?

Brainstorm



Happy and sad phrases

Happy
❖ I’m feeling great

❖ I’m so happy

❖ Today’s been the best

❖ I feel good

❖ This day’s been delightful

Sad
❖ I’m feeling terrible

❖ I’m so sad

❖ Today’s been the worst

❖ I feel bad

❖ This day’s been awful

Think of some phrases you would say when you’re happy or sad



Making this in scratch
Go to aicode101.com, sign in, and select “Scratch”



Art you’ll need

❖Make a character to speak to
❖ Draw 3 costumes/emotions

❖Neutral
❖Happy
❖Sad



Rule-Based Logic

Make the base logic using a rule-based system





Pieces you will need:







Machine Learning

Now let’s make our character intelligent







Create a new project



Creating Labels



Let’s think of phrases to understand

Happy
❖ I’m feeling great

❖ I’m so happy

❖ Today’s been the best

❖ I feel good

❖ This day’s been delightful

Sad
❖ I’m feeling terrible

❖ I’m so sad

❖ Today’s been the worst

❖ I feel bad

❖ This day’s been awful

Come up with 2 more for each on your own!



Write Labels and Terms

1 2



Train your model

Your model will need time to train





Now let’s use our ideas in Scratch

1. Train with the samples you came up with
2. Use our special blocks to turn the rule-based code into machine 

learning-based code



Machine Learning Extension

Click the 
“Extensions” 

button at the 
bottom left

Select the text 
ML extension

You should now have 
a new block type for 
this extension





How did machine learning help?



Are computers good at 
understanding emotions?

Was your character good at understanding emotions?



Add another emotion!

❖ What’s an emotion that clearly different than being happy and sad?

❖ What samples can you give it to learn from for this emotion?
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